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Abstract We show how a wide variety of role-based access control policies may be formally 
specified in the stratified subset of clause form logic. We then show how these 
formal specifications may be automatically translated into a small subset of SQL 
to be used to seamlessly protect an SQL database from unauthorized read and 
update requests made by authenticated users. We demonstrate the power of our 
approach by showing how a variety of access control policies can be represented. 
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Introduction 
In the SQL2 standard [6], the security-specific language features are re

stricted to simple GRANT and REVOKE statements (albeit views mayaiso 
be used to provide security). Unfortunately, the GRANT-REVOKE model en
ables a security administrator (SA) to represent only a small subset of the access 
control policies that are needed in practice. 

While RDBMS products and the SQL3 standard include some support for 
roles as well as GRANT and REVOKE, there are still many important policies 
that existing products and SQL cannot express. To get more expressive power, 
application programs are typically used. However, this approach complicates 
the maintenance of an access control policy and makes it difficult for SAs to 
reason about their behavior. We therefore envisage making use of a high-level 
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poliey speeifieation language which enables a range of aeeess eontrol policies 
to be formulated, and whieh ean be translated into an implementation of the 
policy using SQL views and triggers. Furthermore, we aim for the translation 
from specification to implementation to be automated. 

In our proposal, function-free, stratified clause logic [10] is used by a SA to 
formulate RBAC policies that define the set of authorized aetions that ean be 
performed on a database. * We believe that most realistic access control policies 
may be expressed in the high-levellanguage of stratified logic by using a small 
number of clauses which have a simple declarative and operational meaning 
that makes it relatively easy for SAs to reason about the consequences of a 
specification of an access policy. Representing access policies directly in SQL 
and reasoning about their effects is much harder. Stratified logic and SQL share a 
well-defined and uncontroversial model-theoretic semantics (the perfect model 
semantics [12]), stratified logic has a simple equivalence preserving translation 
into SQL [1], and this translation may be automated. 

There are certainly other computational options to the one we propose, e.g., 
using a logic engine, a hybrid of SQL and logic, and even implementing high 
performance parts in C++. However, there are several reasons why the trans
lation approach is worth investigating. It is natural to consider managing the 
authorization system for an SQL database by using SQL alone, it is attractive to 
execute only SQL, instead of adding a logic execution engine, it is attractive to 
provide security and transaction protection using the ordinary RDBMS facili
ties, and by avoiding extra software systems (beyond the translator), we avoid 
requiring experts to manage and maintain them. Moreover, there are a number 
of attractive technical results which are applicable to our approach. 

The RBAC models that we specify in stratified logic are based on the family of 
models described in [14]. That is, we assume that an RBAC theory includes role 
and permission assignments (RBACo), and may additionally include specifi
cations of either role hierarchies (RBAC1) or constraints (RBAC2). RBAC3 
includes role hierarchies and constraints. 

The rest of this paper is organized thus. In Section 1, we provide a ba
sic introduetion to stratified logie, and we discuss some relevant notions from 
database and access control theory. In Seetion 2, we deseribe the formulation of 
a generic RBAC1 model as a stratified theory, an RBAC1 theory. In Section 
3, we show how an RBAC1 theory can be translated into SQL and used to con
trol access to an SQL database. In Section 4, we demonstrate the power of our 
approach by showing how a range of aeeess eontrol policies may be represented 
in a small subset of SQL. In Section 5, we further extend our representation of 
RBAC1 to include constraints on RBAC3 theories, and we consider constraint 

• A GUI may be used to help a SA fonnulate policies expressed using stratified c1auses. 
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enforcement. In Section 6. some conclusions are drawn and suggestions for 
further work are made. 

Henceforth. any references to SQL and databases should be. respectively. 
interpreted as referring to SQL2 (plus a WITH RECURSIVE construct and 
triggers) and SQL databases. In the sequel. we use upper case bold type for 
indicating reserved words of SQL and lower case italic type for user-supplied 
information in SQL statements. 

1. PRELIMINARIES 
In our proposal. RBAC theories are formally specified in a subset of function

free normal clause logic. Anormal clause is an expression of the form: H t
Ll.L2 ..... Lm (m 0). The head ofthe clause, H, is an atom and Ll,L2 •... ,Lm is 
a conjunction of literals that constitutes the body of the clause. If LJ.L2, ... ,Lm 
is true (proved) then H is true (proved). A literal is an atomic formula or its 
negation; in this paper negation is negation by failure [16], and the negation of 
the atom A is denoted by not A. Anormal theory is a finite set of normal clauses. 
A clause with an empty body is an assertion or afact. A clause with an empty 
head is a denial. Adefinite clause is anormal clause with no negative literal in 
its body; adefinite theory is a finite set of definite clauses. 

In the clause H t- Ll.L2 .... ,Lm. His said to positively (negatively) refer to 
the literal Li (i E {J .... m}) if Li is a positive (negative) literal in the definition 
of H. A dependency graph [16] has an edge labeled + (-) if H refers to Li 
positively (negatively). Anormal theory is stratijied [16] iff its dependency 
graph contains no cycle with a negative edge. A stratified theory is a finite set 
of stratified clauses. 

In this paper, the constants that appear in clauses are denoted by lower case 
symbols; variables are denoted by using symbols that appear in the upper case. 

In the sequel we will relate the discussion of stratified logic and SQL to sub
sets of SPCUD-algebra [1]. The SPCUD-algebra is a language that includes 
the five primitive operators of relational algebra viz.: select. project. cartesian 
product. union and set difference. The SPCU-algebra is SPCUD-algebra with
out the set difference operator; SPC-algebra is SPCU-algebra without the union 
operator. 

Since the RBAC theories that we consider are stratified, these theories have 
a unique perfect model [12]. The perfect model of an RBAC theory is the set of 
logieal consequences of the theory and includes the set of authorized accesses 
defined by the theory. These authorizations will be defined by a predicate per
mitted(U.P.O) where U denotes a user of adatabase. Pdenotes a permission and 
o is an object. The permissions we consider include insert. delete, update and 
select (read). The objects to be protected are base tables, views and attributes 
in base tables. 
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Given an RBAC theory E and arequest by U to perfonn a P operation on 0, 
the approach adopted for access control involves deciding whether an instance 
of permitted(U,P,O) is authorized by E. Infonnally, the desired enforcement 
semantics are: 

IF permitted(U,P'O) THEN execute the P action on 0 for U ELSE provide informative error 

message and abort 

As we will see, the approach we adopt for evaluating access requests is based 
on query modification [15]. That is, security infonnation is used to modify a 
user's query such that the revised fonn of the query satisfies access control 
restrictions. 

2. REPRESENTING RBAC1 AS A STRATIFIED 
THEORY 

Any RBAC model provides means for creating associations between a role 
and (1) pennissions to perfonn operations on database objects and (2) a set of 
users. These may be represented in clause fonn logic by defining ura(U,R) and 
rpa(R,P,O) predicates (see [3] for details). 

In the ura(U,R) relation, the predicate name ura is shorthand for user-role 
assignment; definitions of ura are used to represent that user U is assigned to the 
role R. Similarly, rpa(R,P,O) stands for role-permission assignment; definitions 
of rpa are used to specify that role R is assigned the P pennission on the object 
O. 

An instance of an RBAC1 role hierarchy may be represented using a set 
of d-s facts (where d-s is short for "directly senior to"); d-s is an irreflexive, 
intransitive and non-symmetric relation. The assertion d-s( Ti, T j) records that 
the role Ti is directly senior to the role Tj in an RBAC1 role hierarchy. 

The clauses that follow define a senior _to relation as the reflexive-transitive 
closure of the d-s relation (where '-' is an anonymous variable): 

senior_to(Rl,Rl) f- d-s(Rl,_) 
senior_to(Rl,Rl) f- d-s(-.Rl) 
senior_to(Rl,R2) f- d-s(Rl,R2) 
senior_to(Rl,R2) f- d-s(Rl,R3),senior_to(R3,R2) 

To define authorized access, the following clause may be used: 

permitted( U, P, 0) r ura( U,Rl ), senior _tor Rl, R2), rpa( R2, P, 0) 
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The permitted clause expresses that a user U has the P permission on an 
object 0 if U is assigned to a role Rl that is senior to a role R2 in an RBAC1 

role hierarchy and R2 is assigned the P permission on O. That is, U has the P 
permission on 0 if U is assigned to a role that inherits the P permission on 0 
via an RBACI role hierarchy. 

The definition of permitted implies that a closed access policy [5] is to be 
used to protect a database. That is, a user's permission to access information 
must be specifically authorized in an access control theory; users do not have 
access to information in the absence of a denial prohibiting the access (an open 
policy [5]). However, any number of access policies can be represented in our 
approach by making simple modifications to the definition of permitted and the 
specification of permissions. 

To see how different policies may be represented, suppose that an open pol
icy is required such that a user U has the P permission on an object 0 if U is not 
explicitly denied this permission. For this policy, definitions of a d-rpa(R,p,O) 
predicate are included in an RBAC1 theory instead of rpa. Here, d-rpa is 
short for "denied role permission assignment" and RBAC1 is RBACI with 
denials of access expressed via d-rpa predicates. The d-rpa(R,P,O) clauses in 
an RBAC1 theory are used to specify that role R is denied the P permission 
on O. The required open access policy may be represented by the following 
(stratified) clause: 

permitted(U,P,O) +- not denied(U,p,O) 

The definition of the auxiliary denied relation in RB ACl is as folIows: t 

denied(U,p,O) +- ura(U,Rl), senior_to(R2,Rl), d-rpa(R2,P,O) 

The definition of denied specifies that negative permissions are inherited 
downwards in an RBAC1 role hierarchy (an RBAC1 role hierarchy is as 
defined in RBACI ). That is, if U is assigned to the role Rl, the role R2 is 
senior to Rl in an RB ACI role hierarchy, and R2 is denied the P permission on 
o then Rl and hence U is denied P access on O. An instance of permitted( U, P, 0) 
will hold in an RBAC1 theory iff there is no instance of denied(U,p,O) that 
overrides the default assumption that permitted(U,P'O) holds. 

Any number ofhybrid (openlclosed) policies may be expressed using strat
ified clauses, and open and closed policies may be specified as coexisting in a 
single theory (with various conflict resolution policies [9] being represented to 

tThis definition assumes that every user is assigned to at least one role and that there is a single RBACI 
role hierarchy defined in an RBACI theory. 
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manage situations where an instance of a (U,P'O) tripie is both permitted and 
denied). 

Apart from the clauses that define permitted (or denied) allother clauses 
in an RBAC theory are application-specific. The fact that a small number 
of application non-specific clauses are required to express RBAC policies is 
important since it makes the representation of a policy, reasoning about the 
policy and the maintenance of the policy relatively simple. What is more, these 
clauses may be equivalently represented by using only a small number of SQL 
statements. 

In RBAC, users are usually required to be active in appropriate roles when 
making access requests. In our representation of RBAGI as a stratified theory, 
sessions [14] may be modeled by using an activate(U,RI) predicate. A ground 
instance of activate(U,RI) is appended to the RBAGI theory if user U suc
cessfully activates role RI. Conversely, a ground instance of activate(U,RI) is 
removed from an RB ACI theory if U deactivates role RI. If activate predicates 
are included in an RBAGI theory then the definition of permitted is extended 
to include an activate(U,RI) condition to ensure that the user U is active in the 
role RI at the time at which U makes an access request. 

3. RBAC1 IN SQL 
We represent user-role and permission-role assignments as logic predicates 

that have a one-to-one correspondence with SQL tables. There is a table for 
dos and tables for the explicit assignments of users and permissions to roles. 
Intensional predicates define implicit accesses; these are translated into SQL 
views. 

Since permitted, senior _to and dos are specified using definite clauses and 
ura may reasonably be assumed to be defined by a set of ground assertions, it 
follows that ifthe definitions of rpa clauses in an RBAGI theory are expressed 
in definite clause logic then the RBAGI theory will be definite. It is weH 
known that function-free, non-recursive definite clause form theories (Le., non
recursive Datalog theories [16]) can be translated into an equivalent set of 
statements in SPCU -algebra [1]. Since SQL is sufficiently powerful to represent 
any expression in a relationally complete language [6], it follows that SQL is 
sufficiently powerful to enable any formula in SPCU-algebra to be expressed. 
From [1], SPC-algebra expressions can be equivalently represented in SQL 
using the SELECT-FROM-WHERE construct, and the UNION operator of SQL 
corresponds to the union operator of relational algebra. For representing the 
recursive definition of senior _to in SQL, the WITH RECURSIVE construct is 
sufficient since senior _to is defined by a set of linear recursive [2] and definite 
clauses. If safe [16], function-free and recursion-free stratified clauses are used 
to represent the ura and rpa clauses that appear in an RBAGI theory then the 
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theory can be equivalently represented in SPCUD-algebra [1]. To represent 
the n negative literals that may appear in clauses in an RBACI theory, SQL 
statements that include NOT EXISTS (or NOT IN) may be used [1]. 

3.1. RBAC1 in SQL: RepresentationalIssues 
In this section we discuss the representation of RBACI theories in SQL. 

Since we assume that ura is a set of ground atomic assertions, the set can be 
represented by a table. To represent, in SQL, a clause form definition of rpa 
with a non-empty set of literals in its body that protects a relation r, a CREATE 

VIEW definition is used to define the subset of r that members of a given role 
are permitted to access. A CREATE TADLE rpa statement is used to record the 
set of permissions users have on the views and base tables in the database. In 
the case of the binary ura relation, we will assume that the attribute names used 
in the CRRATE TADLE statement are U and R, for user and role respectively. 
For the terDary relation rpa, we assurne that the attribute names are R, P and 0 
where R is for role, P is for permission and 0 is for object. A CRRATE TADLE 

statement is also required to create a 2-attribute base table corresponding to the 
d-s relation. 

A special role public may be used to specify public access on objects. For 
that, we may include a d-s(ri,public) assertion in an RBACI theory for each 
role Ti E Ro/e(X) (where Ro/e(X) is the set of roles appearing in an RBAC1 

theory) such that -.3rj[ri --+ rj] holds in an RBACI role hierarchy (where 
r j E Ro/e(X». The public role is the unique least element in the partial or
der of roles that comprises an RBAC1 role hierarchy (Le., 'Vrk E Ro/e(X) 
senior_to(rk,public)). Appropriate instances of rpa(public,P,O) are added to 
the access policy specification to record that the P permission on 0 is assigned 
to public. 

The senior _to relation may be defined in terms of WITH RECURSIVE. In the 
ensuing discussion we will assurne that senior _to includes the pair of attributes 
(senior Junior). Each tuple (ri,Tj) in senior_to records that role ri is senior to 
role rj in an RBACI role hierarchy. 

Finally, to represent permitted, an SQL view is used to define the set of 
(U,P,O) tripies such that the user U has the P permission on O. The required 
SQLis: 

CRRATE VIEW permitted(U,P'O) AS 

SELECT ura.U, rpa.P, rpa.o 

FROM ura, rpa, senior .10 

WHERR ura.R=senior _to.senior AND senioT-to.junior=rpa.R,· 
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To implement our approach, permitted could be stored as a materialized view 
[1] that is recomputed (in an incremental way) whenever changes are made to 
the relations in terms of which permitted is defined. Similarly, senior _to is 
stored as a materialized relation to avoid its recomputation each time an access 
request is evaluated; senior _to is recomputed each time the set of d-s assertions 
is modified. 

To represent permitted in SQL when activate assertions are included in an 
RBAC1 theory, a CREATE TADLE statement is required to record the set of all 
pairs (U,R1) such that the user U has active the role R1. Tbe only modification 
required to the view definition of permitted in SQL is for the following con
junctive condition to be added to the WHERE clause: AND ura.U=activate.U AND 

ura.R=activate.R. 

3.2. RBAC1 in SQL: Evaluating Access Requests 

To ensure that only authorized access to an SQL database is allowed, EXISTS 

subqueries, which include security information, are added to the access requests 
a user U makes. For example, if u is the identifier for an authenticated user 
requesting to retrieve all information in a table t1 (for which read permission is 
required) then the required SQL is: 

SELECT. 
FROM,I 

WHERE EXISTS 
(SELECT • FROM permitted WHERE permitted. U= 'u' 

AND permitted.P= 'read' AND permitted.O= ',I '); 

The above approach has the elegance of existing entirely within the represen
tation of RBACI as a stratified theory. By going beyond what is representable 
as a single logic clause, we can implement the desired semantics of Section 2 
viz.: 

IF (appended predicate) THEN (query) ELSE (error message) 

The IF-THEN form has two pragmatic advantages. First, it lets users distin
guish between denial and empty result; second, it will be efficient even with 
query processors that do not handle nested predicates efficiently. With either 
approach, we envisage security management tools being used to modify the 
request before submitting it to a DBMS. Altematively, a DBMS would be ex
tended to handle this modification itself. 

The Cu' value in the permitted. U condition is taken from user u's login details 
which are provided as part of the authentication process; the read value in 
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permitted.P= 'read' comes from the fact that arequest to SELECT is made by u; 
and the t1 value in the permitted. 0 condition is taken from the FROM clause in 
the SQL SELECT statement that u issues. A permitted. O=ti (permitted. 0= vi) 
condition is required for each table ti (view vi) that appears in the FROM clause 
of a SELECT statement and which'is read protected. 

Example 1 Consider the following relations from [6]: S(Sno, Sname, Sta
tus, City) for Suppliers, P( Pno, Pname, Color, Weight, City) for Parts, J( J no, 
Jname, City)for Projects, and SPJQ(Pno, Sno, Jno, Quantity) (recording the 
quantity ofparts suppliers supply to each project). Primary keys are underlined 
and Pno, Sno and Jno are foreign key attributes in SP JQ. Suppose that a 
query, to list all project numbers for projects supplied with red parts by suppli
ers located in London, is posed by the authenticated user Sue on a database, 8, 
that includes the S, P, J and SP JQ relations (all ofwhich are read protected). 
The secureform ofthe SQL query on 8 is: 

SELECTJNo 
FROM SP JQ, S, P. J, permitted 
WHERE J.JNo=SP J.JNo AND SPJQ.PNo=P.PNo AND 

P'Colour: 'red' AND SP JQ.SNo=S.SNo AND S.City= 'London' AND 

EXISTS(SELECT * FROM permitted WHERE permitted. U= 'Sue' 
AND permitted.P= 'read' AND permitted.O= 'SPJQ') AND 

EXISTS(SELECT * FROM permitted WHERE permitted. U= 'Sue' 
AND permitted.P= 'read' AND permitted.O= 'S') AND 

EXISTS(SELECT * FROM permitted WHERE permitted. U= 'Sue' 
AND permitted.P= 'read' AND permitted.O= 'P') AND 

EXISTS(SELECT * FROM permitted WHERE permitted. U= 'Sue' 
AND permitted.P='read' AND permitted.O='J'); 

That is, a J N 0 value may be disclosed to Sue iff it is true in 8 that a project 
with the J N 0 is suppUed with red parts by a suppUer located in London, and 
Sue is authorized to read the SP JQ, S, J and P relations that are required to 
be accessed in order for her to know that the J N 0 value is true in 8. 

For protecting SQL databases from unauthorized modifications the same 
approach as that described above is used. 

Example 2 Suppose that Sue wishes to change the color of all red parts to 
yellow. For that, the secure SQL is: 

UPDATEP 

SET Color: 'yellow' 

WHERE Color: 'red' AND 
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EXISTS(SELECT. FROM permitted WHERE permitted.O=·P' 

AND pennitted.P= 'update' AND pennitted. U= 'Sue'): 

In the examples of access control that we have given, the objects that have 
been referred to are base tables and views. However, it is also possible to protect 
the individual attributes appearing in a table. For example, a tuple (rl,read,t.a) 
may be included in rpa to record that role r 1 is assigned the read permission on 
the attribute a in the table t. The access control information on attributes may 
be used to rewrite user access requests in a secure way by using the approach 
we have described. 

4. BEYOND RBAC1 

The RBAC1 policy that we have described thus far is a simple one and 
could be represented in some existing RDBMSs. However, an attraction of 
our approach is that it can be extended to implement various access policies 
that cannot be represented in existing RDBMSs, and without requiring any 
language features beyond those included in SQL. Since access requirements 
are often application and organization-specific, the flexibility that OUf approach 
offers is important in practice. 

To demonstrate the power of our approach, we consider the representation 
of a hybrid access control policy which allows positive permissions to be ex
pressed using rpa definitions and denials to be expressed via d-rpa definitions. 
The denials may be used to override positive permissions (Le., a denials take 
precedence conflict resolution policy is enforced [9]). The set of authorized ac
ces ses may be represented in stratified logic thus (where pennitted and denied 
are as defined in Section 3): 

access(U,p,O) permitted(U,P,O), not denied(U,P,O) 

The access clause specifies that U has the P permission on 0 if U has been 
assigned the P permission on 0 and this (positive) permission is not overridden 
by a denial of P access on 0 to U. 

The translation of access into SQL produces the following view definition 
(where permitted and denied are views defined in SQL): 

CREATE VIEW access(U,p'O) AS 
SELECT • FROM pennitted 

WHERE NOT EXISTS(SELECT • FROM denied); 

The conditional form used in this case would be: 
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IF NOT deniedTHEN (userquery) ELSE (error message) 

A natural generalization is to allow the assignment of limited permissions. 
Instead of simply assigning a permission to a role (a pair, easily represented by 
a table), one mayaiso attach a limitation predicate [13] to be evaluated before 
the permission can be used. In this case, the SQL will include the limitation 
predicate in the appended condition. Moreover, any number of access policies 
may be represented by using the approach we have described. 

s. RBACs IN SQL 

In this section, we considerthe representation of constraints and thus RB AG3 
policies in stratified logic and SQL. The high-level nature of stratified logic 
makes it easy for a SA to express constraints (albeit a GUI may be used to 
help a SA to formulate constraints). Moreover, the translation of constraints 
expressed in stratified logic into SQL can be easily and efficiently automated. 

In our approach, constraints may be expressed in denial form viz: 
t-Ll,L2, .... ,Ln (where Li (i=(l..n» is a literal and n > 0). The reading of 
this statement is that it is impossible for the conjunction of literals Ll 1\ L2 1\ 

... 1\ Ln to evaluate to true (be satisfied) in a RB AG3 theory. Since denials 
may be expressed using constants or variables, it is possible for a SA to make 
the constraints on an RBAG3 theory as specific or as general as is required. 
However, we believe that constraints should be written in as general a form as is 
possible, and should be specialized at the time of checking by using application
specific assertions in an RBAG3 theory. These assertions may be represented 
by using base tables in the SQL representation of an RB AG3 theory, and enable 
Nicolas' Simplification Method [11] to be exploited when checking constraints. 

Constraints expressed in denial form have a very straightforward represen
tation as assertions in SQL. To see that, consider a static separation oj duty 
constraint [14] expressed thus: 

t-ura( U,Rl ), ura( U,R2), ssd( Rl ,R2) 

This constraint specifies that: it is impossible for a user to be recorded in an 
RB AG3 theory as being assigned to a pair (Rl,R2) of roles that are specified as 
being statically separated. A set of ssd assertions is used to record specific pairs 
of roles that are statically separated. To represent the set of ssd assertions in 
SQL, a CREATE TADLE ssd(role Ti,excluded Tj) statement may be used (where 
Ti and Tj are the types associated with the attributes role and excluded (Le., 
roles». The ssd table is populated with tuples consisting of a pair of values 

lPor example. the temporal authorization model described in [4]. 
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(Ti,Ti) (where Ti,Ti E Role(X». Because of the symmetry of the ssd relation, 
the ssd table will additionally include the pair of roles (Ti,Ti) (i t= j). 

Since a denial expresses negation and variables are universally quantified, 
t-Ll.L2 •....• Ln may be expressed by the universally closed sentence 'V-.(Ll /\ 
L2 /\ ... /\ Ln) and thus the existentially closed sentence -.3(Ll /\ L2 /\ .. /\ 
Ln). Hence. to express the ssd constraint in SQL the following statement may 
be used and is checked each time a tuple is inserted into ura: 

CREATE ASSERTION ssd CHECK 
NOT EXISTS 

(SELECT subject, ssd.role, ssd.excluded 
FROM ura U 1, ura U2, ssd 
WHERE U1.S=U2.S AND U1.R=ssd.role AND U2.R=ssd.excluded); 

Unfortunately, the ASSERTION above involves some expensive join condi
tions. A more efficient approach is to use triggers. § 

To formally specify triggers. range form formulae may be used [8]. A state
ment is in range form if it is an existentially quantified first order sentence. 
Constraints expressed in range form have a simple translation into an equiva
lent SQL form. Equivalence here means that if a change to an RBAG3 theory 
does not violate a constraint I expressed in denial form or its equivalent range 
form then the change to the RBAC3 theory expressed in SQL is not rejected 
by the representation of I as a trigger in SQL. The translation of constraints in 
range form into SQL can be easily and efficiently automated. Moreover, it is 
simple to enforce assertions incrementally by triggers whose logic exploits the 
fact that before the current update the constraint was satisfied. 

As is usual in RDBMSs. we assume that two cached and user inaccessible 
relations inserted and deleted exist with n attributes corresponding to the degree 
of the table into which a tuple is to be inserted or deleted (in the sequel we will 
use the notation r. i to refer to the i-th argument of the tuple to be insertedldeleted 
from an arbitrary relation r). The inserted (deleted) relation is used to store the 
tuples to be inserted (deleted) in a change trans action on an RBAG3 theory. 
The triggers that define the constraints on an RBAC3 theory represented in 
SQL may be expressed in terms of violations of the constraint by specifying 
that a ROLLBACK action is to be performed if the constraint is violated. 

For the ssd constraint, the required trigger is as follows (see [8] for details 
of the translation of range form into trigger form): 

CREATE TRIGGER ON um FOR INSERT 

§ Triggers are proposed for inclusion in the SQL3 standard and are already supported in commercial RDBMSs. 
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IF(EXISTS (SELECT * FROM inserted WHERE 
EXISTS (SELECT ... FROM ura ul, ssd 

WHERE uI.user=inserted.I AND inserted.2=ssd.role) AND 
EXISTS (SELECT * FROM ura u2, ssd WHERE ssd.excluded=u2.role))) 

ROLLBACK 

179 

The meaning of this SQL statement is as follows: if (Ui,rj) is the pair of 
values in the ura tuple that is proposed for insertion into an RBAC3 theory, 
Ui is also recorded as being assigned to a role rk in ura, and (rj,rk) is a tuple 
in the table ssd that records pairs of roles that are statically separated then the 
insert request is rolled back since otherwise the ssd constraint on an RBAC3 
theory would be violated. 

Any number of other types of (static) constraint on an RBAC3 theory (e.g., 
cardinality constraints on roles) can be represented in essentially the same way 
that ssd iso 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
The great challenge for improving the formulation of access control policies 

is to provide practitioners with usable, high-level constructs which possess clear 
semantics. We have shown how that can be done. The approach that we have 
described enables a SA to specify a variety of access control policies using 
elements of RBAC that map directly into stratified logic. Moreover, we have 
demonstrated how these constructs can be implemented by using a small subset 
ofSQL3. 

The development of tools for the translation of RBAC theories into SQL is a 
matter for further work. We also intend to investigate how the proof procedures 
used in stratified logic may be exploited to help administrators to reason about 
the access control policies they specify. 
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